PROPOSAL FOR AMENDMENTS TO REGULATION No. 37

(Filament lamps)

Transmitted by the expert from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)

Note: The text reproduced below was prepared by the expert from IEC, in order to complete some technical data in the sheets of some filaments lamps.

The modification to the existing text of the Regulation is marked in bold characters.

Note: This document is distributed to the Experts on Lighting and Light-Signalling only.
Annex 1.

Sheet WR21/5W/1, the table, the IEC sheet number, amend to read "sheet 7004-106-3".

Sheet HS5/3, the table, the IEC sheet number, amend to read "sheet 7004-138-1" (remove the square brackets).

Sheet H8/3, the table, the IEC sheet number, category H8B, amend to read "sheet 7004-146-1".

Sheet H9/3, the table, the IEC sheet number, category H9B, amend to read "sheet 7004-146-1".

Sheet H11/3, the table, the IEC sheet number, category H11B, amend to read "sheet 7004-146-1".